We discuss smooth local trigonometric bases and their applications to signal compression. In image compression, these bases can reduce the blocking e ect that occurs in JPEG. We present and compare two generalizations of the original construction of Malvar, Coifman and Meyer: biorthogonal and equal parity bases. These have the advantage that constant and linear components, respectively, can be represented e ciently. W e show h o w they reduce blocking e ects and improve the signal to noise ratio.
Introduction
The general idea behind data compression is to remove the redundancy present in the data to nd more compact representations. To a c hieve higher compression ratios, we give up on trying to represent the original exactly. Instead, we consider lossy compression, i.e. we allow approximate representations of the data which come close" to the original.
A popular method for lossy compression of signals is so-called transform coding, see Figure 1 . It involves representing the signal in a di erent basis, such that its coe cients in this basis are less correlated. The goal is for a small percentage of the coe cients to contain a large percentage of the information content. We obtain compression by only retaining the latter coe cients and setting the others to zero. An approximation of the original signal, which w e will refer to as the compressed signal, can then be obtained by performing the inverse transform.
The most commonly used transform is the Fourier transform, or some variant of it. Its advantages are frequency localization, orthogonality, and the availability of fast numerical algorithms. Its main disadvantage is that the basis functions are non-local; think of sine and cosine functions, which stretch out over the whole domain. The correlation present in a signal, however, is mostly local. The Fourier basis, on the other hand, looks for correlation over the whole signal, which is usually small. As a consequence, the Fourier coe cients show little decorrelation.
We can get obtain more localization by splitting the signal into pieces, and perform the Fourier transform on each piece separately. W e refer to the corresponding basis as the local trigonometric basis. This is a basic component of JPEG, the standard image compression algorithm 1 . Here the image is divided into blocks of 8 8 pixels and a discrete cosine transform is used on each block. The local trigonometric basis, however, has some disadvantages: 1. Fourier like series are best suited for representing periodic signals, or signals with speci c parity properties. Clearly, each piece does not necessarily satisfy those properties. This slows down the convergence and hinders high compression ratios. 2. Since each piece is processed individually, the compressed signal can reveal their geometry. In the case of JPEG image compression, this produces the well-known blocking e ects. 3. Correlation among the pieces is not exploited. An improvement w as proposed by Coifman and Meyer 2 , and by Malvar 3, 4 . Their idea is to use smooth cuto functions to split the signal and to fold" overlapping parts back i n to the pieces. This is done in a clever way such that the orthogonality is preserved and, moreover, that the folded signal is suited for representation by a trigonometric basis. In other words, it satis es those speci c properties. We refer to such a basis as a smooth local trigonometric basis. The basis functions are trigonometric functions multiplied with a smooth bell-shaped" function, and they are closely related to wavelets. An approach based on smooth local trigonometric bases essentially solves the rst two disadvantages described above. More speci cally, i t has been shown that this type of basis can reduce the blocking e ect 5, 6 . An expository paper can be found in 7 . Also, a connection between this basis with the Wilson basis of 8 was pointed out in 9 .
The third disadvantage can be resolved by using an adaptive method where the splitting locations can depend on the signal. An algorithm was presented by Coifman and Wickerhauser 10, 11 . An alternative was proposed by F ang and S er e 12 .
A disadvantage of smooth local trigonometric bases is that the resolution of the constants is lost, i.e. on each piece the DC component can no longer be encoded with one transform coe cient. In this paper, we present t w o generalizations of the construction of Coifman and Meyer that do have a resolution of the constants. These are called biorthogonal and equal parity bases.
The paper is organized as follows. In the rst section, we discuss trigonometric bases and their properties. Then Section 3 we consider the basis of Malvar, Coifman, and Meyer. We expand on the connection with wavelets in Section 4. In Section 5, we present the biorthogonal construction, while Section 6 contains a discussion of the equal parity case. Adaptive algorithms are treated in Section 7. Finally, w e discuss implementation issues and give some results. Note that this paper does not contain proofs of the mathematical results. For a careful mathematical treatment, we refer to 13 . Its convergence depends on the smoothness of f when I is identi ed with the torus i.e. the smoothness of the periodic extension of f. More precisely, i f f 2 C p the periodic extension of f is p times continuously di erentiable, then c k = Ojkj ,p . In other words, the coe cients decay rapidly when the function is smooth and periodic. Rapid decay is the key to compression, since it implies that only a few coe cients are needed to represent the signal within a certain accuracy. However, the restriction of a smooth function to an interval is not necessarily a smooth function when extended periodically. This is due to the fact that the behavior of the functions at the left end of the interval does not necessarily match the behavior at the right end. In case f is smooth, but f0 6 = f1, the coe cients decay v ery slow O j k j , 1 . In this case the Gibbs phenomenon occurs. As a consequence, the convergence of the representation in this basis will be fast whenever the function f, extended as an odd function around the left endpoint and as an even function around the right endpoint, is smooth. Other bases and their parities are: sine II odd and odd, cosine II even and even, and cosine IV even and odd. For each basis a discrete transform and a fast algorithm exist 14, 15 . Whenever the signal has speci c parity properties at the endpoints, it is important t o c hoose a basis that re ects this property in order to achieve rapid decay o f the coe cients. Figure  2 shows cuto functions that satisfy this condition. For the remainder of this section we shall assume that it is satis ed.
Let us discuss what the action of the folding operator is. Multiplication with l lets the function die o smoothly to the left of . The operator 1+M then adds this function to its mirrored version, which results in a function that is even around . This function is then cut o by l . The right part is similar and creates an odd function. Hence, if f is smooth, then l F f is a function that is smooth when extended even to the right" and r F f is a function that is smooth when extended odd to the left." By extending even respectively odd we mean applying the operator 1+M respectively 1, M . The adjoint operator, which is also the inverse, does exactly the same except that it switches even and odd. Figure 3 shows the folding of an exponential function round = 0 .
Consider now a partition of the real line into intervals I = n; n+1 . The total folding operator is de ned as
Being a product of unitary operators, it is also unitary. W e can write the total folding operator as a sum of operators, each associated with one interval,
Here n = n;n+1 and G n = 1 , M n + M n +1 b n ; with b n = r n l n+1 : into subspaces, such that each subspace contains functions localized around one of the intervals n; n + 1 . Moreover, we w ant each subspace to have a basis that is well-suited for representation of smooth functions. The easiest would be to just let
This obviously is an orthogonal decomposition, and n is the orthogonal projection associated with it. As we mentioned in Section 2, the trigonometric bases on each i n terval are not suited for representations of smooth functions, unless they satisfy speci c parity properties. However, if we rst apply the total folding operator on a smooth function, we can create a function with these parity properties at the endpoints of each i n terval. We then use the trigonometric basis with the same parity properties. This results in a rapid decay of the coe cients in case the function is smooth. The orthogonality is preserved because the total folding operator is unitary. The orthogonal projection operator associated with an interval is then given by P n = T n T :
We t h us decompose L It is possible to show that the projection operator can be written as
The fact that the projection operators are orthogonal can also be understood as follows. In case jn , mj 1, the supports of P n f and P m g do not intersect. In the other case, the function P n,1 f P n g is only supported on n , ; n + , where it is equal to l n r n d e , where d is locally odd and e is locally even around n. Since l n r n is locally even, the integral vanishes. A function f is locally even respectively odd around a point if fx = M f x respectively ,M fx for x 2 , ; + .
It is possible to show 13 that every element o f V n is of the form b n s, where s is locally odd around n and locally even around n + 1, and, conversely, e v ery function of this form belongs to V n . The orthogonal basis for L 2 n; n + 1 that matches this parity i s g i v en by n s n;k ; with s n;k = p 2 sin2k + 1 x , n = 2 :
This immediately corresponds to an orthogonal basis for V n given by T n s n;k = G n n s n;k = b n s n;k : A general function f thus has a representation f = X n P n f = X n;k c n;k b n s n;k ;
where the coe cients are given by c n;k = h f;b n s n;k i = h T f ; n s n;k i :
If we n o w look at the operators from an implementation point of view, we see that F and thus T , n and their adjoints are easy to discretize and implement. Because of this, we will use the second expression for the coe cients in the implementation. The transform algorithm consists of folding the signal and then using a sine transform on each i n terval.
Connection with wavelets
The basic idea behind wavelets is to use the translates and dilates of one function to form a basis. For details on wavelets and more references, we refer to 16, 17 and the other papers in this issue. It turns out that there is a close connection between local trigonometric functions and wavelets. To understand this better, we take a look at the following example. Consider the multiresolution analysis formed by the Shannon wavelet. These wavelets have slow decay. This is due to the fact that b j;l is not continuous and, as the reader recalls, decay in the spatial domain corresponds to smoothness in the frequency domain.
In any case, the j;l form a local trigonometric basis. Hence, it immediately follows that using the smooth local trigonometric basis on these intervals yields wavelets with rapid decay. In case the cuto functions belong to C 1 , the wavelets have faster than polynomial decay. This is essentially the construction of the Meyer wavelet 18 . These wavelets have an in nite numberofvanishing moments, since their Fourier transforms vanish in a neighborhood of the origin.
It was shown in 12 that more general splittings of the frequency axis correspond to wavelet packets in the spatial domain 19, 20 .
Biorthogonal local trigonometric bases
We s a y that a basis has a resolution of the constants if, on every interval I, one of the basis functions is constant. If a basis has this property, the DC component can be encoded with one coe cient. This is important and leads to more compact representations since a smooth function locally resembles a constant. From the construction in the previous section we see that, n T 1 = 8 : r n , l n on n; n + 1 on n + 1 + ; n + 1 , r n +1 + l n+1 on n + 1 , ; n + 1 :
It would be nice if we w ere able to nd cuto functions such that this function coincides with the rst basis function s n;0 . This is clearly only possible if = 1 = 2. In order to achieve a resolution of the constants and still have an orthogonal basis, we need to chose a left cuto function of the form l n = lx , n, where lx = cosx=2 , sinx=2 p 2 for x 2 ,1=2; 1=2 ;
and lx is one respectively zero to the left respectively right of this interval. This cuto function is continuous, but it is not di erentiable. Hence, the folding operator will introduce discontinuities in derivatives and this will slow d o wn the decay of the coe cients and hinder compression. What we need is a resolution of the constants with smoother cuto functions. In order to solve this problem, we add some exibility to the construction by abandoning the orthogonality requirement. In the remainder we let l and r = M l be continuous cuto functions that do not necessarily Note that now l l + r r = 1 . W e call F and f F biorthogonal folding operators and refer to f F as the dual folding operator. This still does not solve the problem completely. The folded constant will have derivative zero at 1=2 and can never coincide with the rst basis function s n;0 . We need to generalize the construction further and allow di erent parities. We w ould like t o h a v e a folding operator that takes a smooth function into a function that is either odd at the left and right endpoint o f a n i n terval or even at both endpoints. One way to accomplish this would be to use folding operators with the same parity left and right of the split point. Unfortunately, such operators are not invertible 13 .
Basically, this implies that the only way to get the same parity at both endpoints of an interval, is to alternate the parity of the folding operators. In other words, we need to change the parity from : : : odd even odd even odd even : : : to : : : eve n e v en odd odd eve n e v en odd odd : : : .The corresponding total folding operator is obtained by alternating F and F . In the intervals with even even parity w e use the cosine II basis and in the intervals with odd odd parity the sine II basis. The total folding operator is then given by T = Y n F 2n F 2n+1 : This operator is invertible. The dual total folding operator is de ned similarly just add the tildes and again T ,1 = e T .
Following a reasoning similar to the one used in the orthogonal case, we see that the total folding operator, too, can be written as sum of folding operators associated with an interval: T = X n n G n ; where G 2n = 1 , M 2 n , M 2 n +1 b 2n ; and G 2n+1 = 1 + M 2 n +1 + M 2n+2 b 2n+1 : We m a y n o w de ne the operators P n and the subspaces V n as in the orthogonal case with some minor changes. The projection operator associated with an interval is given by P n = e T n T :
The projection operator is given by P n = e G n n G n = e b n G n = e b n 1 M n M n +1 b n : An element o f V n is equal to e b n times a function that is locally even respectively odd around the endpoints of the interval in case n is odd respectively even. We n o w use the basis functions with the right parity o n each i n terval: t 2n;k = p 2 sink + 1 x , 2 n for k 0 ; t 2 n +1;k = p 2 cos kx,2n,1 for k 1 ; and t 2n+1;0 = 1 :
Obviously, the n t n;k with n 2 Z and k 2 N form an orthogonal basis for L 2 . This implies that the basis formed by the e T n t n;k is a Riesz basis for L 2 . These functions are given by e T n t n;k = e G n n t n;k = e b n t n;k :
The representation of a general function f takes the form f = X n P n f = X n;k c n;k e b n t n;k ;
where the coe cients are given by c n;k = h f;b n t n;k i = h f;T n t n;k i = h T f ; n t n;k i : We s a y that fb n t n;k g is the dual basis corresponding to the basis f e b n t n;k g. Again, the last expression for the coe cients is the easiest to implement. The transform algorithm consists of folding and a sine or cosine transform. Now, the only thing left is to nd cuto functions such that n T 1 coincides up to a constant factor with n t n;0 . This can be done by letting l n = lx , n where lx = 1 , sinx 2 for x 2 ,1=2; 1=2 ; and lx is one respectively zero to the left respectively right of this interval. This cuto function is di erentiable. It is easy to check that on I, G 2n 1 = sinx , 2n and G 2n+1 1 = 1. The cuto functions are shown in Figure 5 and the biorthogonal total folding of a function is shown in Figure 6 . Note how the folded function on each i n terval already closely resembles the rst basis function. The condition numberof the folding operator is p 2, and this implies that the numerical computation is stable.
Equal parity bases
In this section, we take a closer look at the folding operator that takes a smooth function into a function with the same parity left and right of the folding point. We call such a folding operator an equal parity folding operator. It is possible to show 13 that these operators are not invertible in L 2 . Nevertheless, they have been used successfully for image compression 5 . We study their behavior in more detail in this section.
We shall omit the subscript n for simplicity. The equal parity folding operator with eve n e v en parity is given by F = l 1 + M l + r 1 + M r; 1 where l and r are smooth cuto functions with r = M l. We immediately see that the folding operator commutes with M and that it maps even respectively odd functions into even respectively odd functions. is a function with a discontinuity across the folding point. We also note that F has certain smoothing properties; more precisely, it maps a function with a discontinuity at the origin into a continuous function because F l = l.
Let us now discuss how these operators can be used in signal compression. The idea would again be to construct a total folding operator and then use a trigonometric basis with the right parity for each i n terval. In this case, the appropriate basis is the cosine II basis. The compression would be carried out in this basis, after which w e use the inverse total folding operator to reconstruct the signal. Now, if we think of F as some kind of a smoothing operator and of e F as an operator that can blow up discontinuous functions, it makes sense to use e F to construct the total folding operator and F for its inverse. We remark that the idea to switch the two operators around was already suggested in 5 . This has the following advantages:
1. Errors introduced by the compression in the trigonometric basis cannot get blown up since F is bounded.
2. Discontinuities across the folding points will get smoothed by F. In other words, the blocking e ect will be reduced.
The disadvantage is that the e F operator blows up functions that have discontinuities at the split point. In this case, the folding operator is ill-conditioned and the numerical computations become unstable. However, their are very few images where the edges exactly coincide with the split points; think of a chess board as the worst case. The construction of the total folding operators now is analogous to the biorthogonal case. On each interval we use the cosine II basis or the functions n C n;k where C n;k = p 2 cos kx,n. We remark that the F n C n;k cannot generate a basis for L 2 , but that they merely form a set whose linear span is dense. It is still true that F n C n;k = b n C n;k , where b n is the usual bell function.
It is clear that we get a resolution of the constants in case l + r = 1 . W e n o w still have one degree of freedom left in the choice of l , r. We can use this to also obtain a resolution of the linears, i. component can thus be encoded with two coe cients on each i n terval. If we eliminate these components from the function, the remainder typically looks like a w a v eform, which can be represented e ciently by the higher frequency basis functions.
Adaptive algorithms
So far we h a v e taken the splitting locations, and thus the pieces in which w e split the signal, to be xed. As we pointed out in the introduction, this has as disadvantage that we cannot exploit correlation among the pieces. In an adaptive algorithm, the splitting location, at least to a certain extent, are determined by the signal. In this way w e hope to be able to achieve higher compression. In this section we shall restrict ourselves to the orthogonal case, although the ideas can be generalized to the biorthogonal and equal parity case.
The construction of the algorithm relies on the following observation: if K = I J, then P K = P I + P J ;
where the sum corresponds to an orthogonal decomposition. This follows from the fact that the folding operator is unitary. This implies that we can easily switch from a basis on the interval K to bases on I and J. An adaptive algorithm now uses a certain criterion in deciding whether to use K or I and J in the representation. Let us be more precise and discuss the best basis selection algorithm from 10 . It uses a splitting of the real line into dyadic intervals I j;k = 2 , j k;2 ,j k+ 1 with 0 6 j 6 n; k 2 Z:
We h a v e that I j;k = I j+1;2k + I j+1;2k+1 : Each of these sums represents a branching in a full binary tree. The algorithm starts with the smooth local trigonometric basis on the nest level largest n and works towards the coarsest level smallest n, r o o t o f the tree. On each branch it decides whether or not to join the two i n tervals. This decision is based on which representation shows most decorrelation. One method to measure the decorrelation is entropy 10 .
This algorithm has the following drawback. One can show that the entropy of a coe cients depends on the product of the derivative of the bell function and the length of the interval 11 . Thus this product should be constant. In other words, the wider the bell function, the slower it should die o at the edges. Stated more precisely, this means that and , the in uence regions of the folding operators around and , should be proportional to jIj. The algorithm described above, however, does not have this property. The reason is that the in uence region of the folding operator F is limited by the requirement that ,
+ . This implies that if a large interval is surrounded by t w o smaller intervals, the epsilons of the large interval have to be small.
To o v ercome this problem we i n troduce the multiple folding technique developed by F ang and S er e 12 .
Consider the set A = f g of all folding points and split it into a nite number of disjoint subsets, If we give up the commutativity of the T j operators, we gain the following exibility. When applying T 0 , the 's can be chosen large since the neighboring folding points are more distant. When applying T 1 , the 's are determined by the neighboring split points in A 0 A 1 , and so on. Finally, for T n , the epsilons are back t o what they used to be. Clearly, the A i should be chosen in such a w a y to make maximal use of this exibility. For example, in the algorithm described above, we h a v e A = 2 , n Z ; A 0 = Z ; and A j = 2 , j 2Z + 1 j 0:
Consequently, w e can take = 2 , j , 1 in T j .
For a thorough treatment of alternative adaptive w a v elet techniques, we refer to 21, 22, 23, 2 4 .
Implementation
Let us start by s k etching an analogue optical implementation. Clearly, the mirror operator can easily be implemented. The same holds for addition and subtraction. Multiplication with the cuto functions can be done with a lens whose transparency corresponds to the cuto functions. The sine and cosine transforms can be written in terms of the Fourier transform, which can be implemented with one convex lens, see 25, 26, 2 7 . For a discussion of the optical implementation of the wavelet transform and many more references, we refer to 28 . However, analogue implementations usually su er from a lack of accuracy and alignment problems. We therefore focus on discrete implementations. So far the discussion only involved functions of a continuous variable. In a discrete implementation, a function f is given as a sequence ff n g where the samples" f n can be seen as pointwise evaluations of f on a regular grid in case f is continuous, or as average values of f in a neighborhood of the grid point if not.
We assume the former. Take equidistant sample points fx n g. W e then have f n = fx n ; with x n+1 , x n = h; where h is the discretization parameter. We rst need to decide whether we w ant to use a staggered or non-staggered discretization. In a nonstaggered discretization, the boundaries of the interval coincide with a grid point, x n = nh, while in a staggered discretization the boundaries of the interval fall between grid points, x n = n + 1 = 2h.
In the orthogonal construction both discretizations are possible. The fact that a folded function is discontinuous at the folding point does not pose a problem in the non-staggered discretization. At the folding point w e only need the value of the even" part since we know that the odd" part vanishes. In the biorthogonal case both options still can be used. In this case, the non-staggered has the disadvantage that the even-even" intervals contain two more samples than the odd-odd" intervals. This makes implementation harder. In the equal parity case one has to use the staggered implementation since some of the cuto functions have a singularity at the folding point. This makes it possible to implement operators that, in the L 2 sense, are unbounded or not invertible. The fact that the range of F is dense in L 2 ensures that these discrete operators are invertible. However, this unavoidably results in ill-conditioned discrete operators.
Fast algorithms are available for discrete versions of the sine and cosine transforms 14, 15 . In the biorthogonal case, one needs the alternate the discrete cosine transform DCT and discrete sine transform over the pieces. In the equal parity case, we only need the DCT, which makes the implementation easier. In image compression, the folding can then be seen as a preprocessing step for JPEG. The advantage of a bases that has a resolution of the constants linears, is that one can still use di erence coding for the DC linear component.
A software implementation is now straightforward. But also hardware implementations, both optical and electronic, are possible. The folding operator is easy to implement. The discrete cosine and sine transforms can be rewritten in terms of the discrete Fourier transform. Implementations of the FFT are readily available.
Results
A transform coding scheme does not only involve a transform, but also a quantization and encoding step. However, we will not enter into these issues here. Instead, we include some results obtained by simply retaining the coe cients above a certain threshold and setting the others to zero clipping". The compression ratio is then de ned as the number of data samples divided by the number of transform coe cients that were retained. We are currently in the process of designing quantization and encoding schemes speci c to the transform used.
We include an example concerning image compression, where we compare the use of smooth local trigonometric bases with JPEG. Figures 8 and 9 give the peak signal to noise ratio PSNR in function of the compression, for two 512 512 grey value images Lena and Peppers. Figures 10 and 11 give the mean square error MSE in function of the compression, for the same images. We see that the smooth local trigonometric bases are better than JPEG. For small compression ratios, the biorthogonal basis outperforms the equal parity one, while for higher compression the situation is reversed. In Figures 9 and 13 detail we show the original and compressed 18:1 images for Lena. We note that the biorthogonal basis is the best at reducing the blocking e ect. 
